
Herman Miller AO2 Retrofitting
Adding Stacking Glass Panels to Raise Height of Workstations

A local manufacturing company had a dilemma – how to adapt their existing Herman Miller AO2 

workstations to meet company-mandated COVID-19 protocols so their staff could safety return to 

the office.  Not satisfied with the options proposed by other furniture and plexiglass makers, they 

reached to the office reconfiguration experts at Office Furniture Center for a cost-effective 

solution.

Our team first met with their HR and facilities personnel to get an in-depth understanding of the 

scope of project.  We next presented an option to raise the height of lower panels to full height 

using glass stacking units. Within a week of contract award, our design team produced a set of 2D 

and 3D line drawings of the “to-be” layout of all the workstations so the client could review and 

revise the plan as needed.  Within three weeks of contract award, Office Furniture Center had all 

parts for over 100 workstations ready for delivery and install.

Office Furniture Center’s labor services division, MAC Relocations, performed the work to 

implement the changes to their existing workstations to the new configuration.  In less than two 

weeks, MAC’s team of professional installers modified the stations to the new configuration.  Over 

1,000 parts were added or replaced.  All work was done on-premises to minimize both cost and 

time; this also allowed client representatives to inspect the work and end product as it was being 

done. In less than 30 days from the time of first engagement, the Office Furniture Center team had 

completely transformed a non-compliant space into one that met all requirements allowing 

employees to safety return to the office.

Are you curious if your workstations can be field retrofitted to meet safety protocols?  

Call us today to speak with a Workstation Reconfiguration Expert!

“Office Furniture Center really came in clutch with their proposal to do the work.  We were very 

unsatisfied with a number of other offers, and glad we kept on searching.  Our stations look 

exactly like we hoped they would.  I cannot thank OFC & MAC enough for their efforts.”

- Client Testimonial
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Case Study

https://www.officefurniturecenter.com/
https://macrelocations.com/
https://macrelocations.com/

